We study the generalized Hartree equation, which is a nonlinear Schrödinger-type equation with a nonlocal potential iut+∆u+(|x| −b * |u| p )|u| p−2 u = 0, x ∈ R N . We establish the local well-posedness at the non-conserved critical regularityḢ sc for sc ≥ 0, which also includes the energy-supercritical regime sc > 1 (thus, complementing the work in [3] , where the authors obtained the H 1 well-posedness in the intercritical regime together with classification of solutions under the mass-energy threshold). We next extend the local theory to global: for small data we obtain global in time existence and for initial data with positive energy and certain size of variance we show the finite time blow-up (blow-up criterion). Both of these results hold regardless of the criticality of the equation. In the intercritical setting the criterion produces blow-up solutions with the initial values above the mass-energy threshold. We conclude with examples showing currently known thresholds for global vs. finite time behavior.
Introduction
We consider the focusing generalized Hartree (gH) equation of the form
for p ≥ 2 and 0 < b < N . The equation (1.1) is a generalization of the standard Hartree equation with p = 2, which arises, for example, as an effective evolution equation in the mean-field limit of many-body quantum systems, see [15] , [14] , [30] , [12] , [13] ; in the Chandrasekhar theory of stellar collapse [27] ; as an electrostatic version of the Maxwell-Schrödinger system [6] , [25] , in Bose-Einstein condensates of a gas of bosonic particles with long-range dipole-dipole interactions, see [23] , [28] , [29] and in various other phenomena. The equation (1.1) enjoys several invariances, among them the scaling invariance: if u(x, t) solves (1.1), then so does u λ (x, t) = λ N −b+2 2(p−1) u(λx, λ 2 t).
(
1.2)
This implies thatḢ sc norm is invariant under the above scaling provided the critical scaling index s c is In this paper we are interested in understanding the long-term behavior of solutions, either global in time or finite time existence, for a variety of criticality cases (s c ≥ 0) of the gHartree equation (1.1). The local well-posedness is the starting point, and in this note we obtain the local well-posedness at the critical regularityḢ sc , s c ≥ 0, which is not necessarily conserved (or even bounded in the focusing case). The local existence is then extended to the global existence for smallḢ sc data. On the other hand, we show that large data may blow-up in finite time. For that we give a sufficient condition for blow-up and show examples of Gaussian data with thresholds in various (energy-subcritical, critical and supercritical) cases. Such examples are important for studying the actual dynamics of finite time blowup. For example, in [32] the dynamics of stable blow-up is investigated (including rates and profiles) for the generalized Hartree in the mass-critical and supercritical regimes, and is compared with known blow-up dynamics of the (local) nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
In [3] we showed that the Cauchy problem for the equation (1.1) with the initial data u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) is locally well-posed in H 1 provided s c < 1 (note that the nonlinearity for the H 1 local well-posedness in [3] is always H 1 -subcritical). Our first result in this paper addresses local in time solutions at thė H sc regularity.
Assume in addition that if p is not an even integer, then s c < p − 1. Let u 0 ∈Ḣ sc (R N ). Then there exists a unique solution u(x, t) of the equation (1.1) with data u 0 defined on [0, T ] for some T > 0, and such that
where the pair (q, r) is the following L 2 -admissible pair
Moreover, for all 0 < T < T there exists a neighborhood U of u 0 inḢ sc (R N ) such that the map
is Lipschitz.
Note that the above theorem holds regardless of the focusing or defocusing cases; as a consequence, the same result holds in the inhomogeneous space H sc , see Theorem 3.1.
We then ask if it is possible to extend the local existence to the larger time intervals, and one of the consequences is the small data theory, which is our next result. Theorem 1.2. Let 0 < b < N , N ≥ 1 and p ≥ 2 so that s c ≥ 0. Assume in addition that if p is not an even integer, then s c < p − 1. Let u 0 ∈Ḣ sc (R N ) with u 0 Ḣsc ≤ A. Then there exists δ = δ(A) > 0 such that if e it∆ u 0 S(Ḣ sc ) ≤ δ, then there exists a unique global solution u of (1.
and
As the small data global existence is available, one may ask if the global existence can be extended for large solutions, or if there is a threshold for global existence. In [3] we showed a dichotomy for scattering vs. finite time blow-up solutions provided the initial data is in H 1 ; the threshold was given by a combination of the mass-energy and the gradient comparison to that of the ground state (see also Section 5, Theorem 5.1). For theḢ s data, it is a more difficult question as the conserved quantities at theḢ s level are not available (unless s = 0 or s = 1). Nevertheless, one can still ask for a criteria for finite time blow-up, which we investigate next. Note that if initial data is inḢ sc ∩ H 1 , then it stays in that regularity as the consequence of conservation laws. We give a sufficient condition for finite-time blow-up in the generalized Hartree equation (1.1), which follows the ideas in [16, 10, 28, 29] except that now we find a bound for the convolution term. To state the result we define the variance,
The following is a sufficient condition for the blow-up in finite time for the solutions to the gHartree equation (1.1) with initial data u 0 in the mass-supercritical case (s c > 0):
(1.11)
Lastly, we use examples of Gaussian initial data to show known thresholds for global vs. finite existence and scattering in the following cases: energy-subcritical (see Figure 1 ), energy-critical (see Figure 2 ) and energy-supercritical case ( Figure 3 ).
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we set the notation and review basic tools, in Section 3 we give local well-posedness and the small data theory, in Section 4 we discuss the sufficient condition for blow-up, and finally, in Section 5, we recall dichotomy results and give examples of various thresholds for Gaussian initial data in energy-subcrtical, critical and super-critical cases.
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Notation and Basic Estimates
We start with recalling the Fourier transform on R N and our convention on normalizationf (ξ) =
The homogeneous SobolevḢ s space is equipped with the norm u Ḣs = |∇| s u L 2 (R N ) , where the operator |∇| s is defined as |∇| s f (ξ) = |ξ| sf (ξ). For f (z) = |z| p−2 z we note (e.g., refer to [3] ) that Next, recall the well-known Strichartz estimates (see [20] , [4] , [11] ).
Lemma 2.1. Let s ≥ 0, (q, r) be admissible, I be a compact interval of R and u be a solution to iu t + ∆u = F (u). Then, for any t 0 ∈ I
. For convenience we also define Next, we recall some fractional calculus results used in local well-posedness. [31] ). Let G be a Hölder continuous function of order 0 < ρ < 1.
Then, for every 0 < s < ρ, 1 < q < ∞, and s/ρ < σ < 1, we have
We also have the following corollary as a consequence of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 along with interpolation.
Corollary 2.4 (Corollary 2.7 in [22] ). Let F (u) = |u| p−2 u with p ≥ 2 and let s > 1 if p is an even integer or 1 < s < p − 1 otherwise. Then
Next, we recall the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality.
Local well-posedness at the critical regularity
In this section we discuss the local theory for solutions of the equation (1.1) inḢ sc (R N ), for any s c ≥ 0. We consider the integral representation of (1.1) with u 0 ∈Ḣ sc (R N ) and p ≥ 2:
We also require that the nonlinearity power p satisfies an additional constraint, s c < p − 1 if p is not an even integer. This ensures that one can take the derivative of |u| p−2 u term s c times. We obtain local well-posedness via contraction argument strategy using Strichartz estimates.
Proof. (of Theorem 1.1) For T > 0 and M > 0 determined later, let
is a contraction on the set B T for some T > 0. Here,
Denoting by I = [0, T ] and using Strichartz estimates, we obtain
Using Hölder's inequality, Lemma 2.5 (for b+s c < N for A 1 ) and Sobolev inequality (take r s = 2N p(p−1)
and observe that r s > r, in particular, r < N/s c ), we get
5)
where A 1 is estimated as follows
and for A 2 , we use Corollary 2.4 along with Hölder's inequality, Lemma 2.5 and Sobolev inequality to obtain
Thus, (3.5) yields
Following a similar argument, we also obtain
(3.10)
Take u 0 Ḣ sc x small enough so that
Thus, from estimates (3.9) and (3.10) we have that for u ∈ B T with T as above
To complete the proof we need to show that the operator Φ is a contraction. This can be achieved by running the same argument as above on the difference
We first apply Strichartz estimates to get
For D 1 we first use the fractional product rule
, then using the similar calculations as in (3.6) and (3.7) together with (2.1) yields
Again using the fractional product rule, we have
Using the similar calculations as above along with (2.2), we get
Combining (3.13) and (3.14) , we obtain that for
Taking M and T as in (3.12) together with (3.11) implies that Φ is a contraction on B T . Now continuous dependence with respect to u 0 is a direct consequence of the above estimates, we note that if u and v are the corresponding solutions of (3.1) with initial data u 0 and v 0 , respectively, then
Thus, the same argument as in (3.13) and (3.14) yields
This implies that if u 0 − v 0 H s x is small enough (see (3.11)), we have that d(u(t), v(t)) ≤ 2c 1 u 0 − v 0 Ḣ sc x , and this completes the proof.
We now show the inhomogeneous version of Theorem 1.1. Proof. For T > 0 and M > 0 determined later, let 
Using (3.17), we write (3.16) as
Next, invoking (3.9) for u ∈ B T , we have
Take u 0 Ḣ sc x small enough so that 
23)
A similar argument as in (3.23) yields
Hence, (3.23) and (3.24) implies that Φ maps B T into itself. The rest of the argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Since we now haveḢ sc local well-posedness, we investigate the global existence of small data inḢ sc for s c ≥ 0. 25) where N (u(·)) as in (3.3). Applying the triangle inequality and Strichartz estimates to (3.25), we obtain
Proof. (of Theorem 1.2.) Denote
Using the estimates from Theorem 1.1, we get
and (3.27) gives
Thus, from (3.28) for u ∈ B, we obtain 
For u, v ∈ B, by Strichartz estimates, we obtain
(3.32)
The triangle inequality applied to the term on the right-hand side of (3.32) yields
Using the estimates (3.13) and (3.14) , we obtain
For u, v ∈ B, we have that
. Finally, taking δ ≤ min(δ 0 , δ 1 ) concludes that Φ u 0 is a contraction.
Blow-up criterion
Before proving Theorem 1.3, we recall that solutions u(t) of (1.1) with finite variance, V (0) = xu 0 2 L 2 < ∞, satisfy the following virial identities
Proof. (of Theorem 1.3) Recalling the decomposition (4.1) from [10] > 0, to remove the last term and re-write (4.1) as
and introduce the rescaled variables v and the time s as follows: s = γ t and
Then, with these new variables, we obtain 
In fact for some function g 2 (s) > 0, we have v ss = −c ∂ U ∂v − g 2 (s), and using the same analogy from mechanics as in [29] , [16] , [10] , let v(t) be the coordinate of the particle with the unit mass moving under two forces: F 1 = −c ∂ U ∂v and an unknown external force F 2 = −g 2 (t) < 0 (because of the sign, it pulls the particle towards the origin). The collapse occurs if the particle reaches the origin in finite time, i.e., when v(t * ) = 0 for some 0 < t * < ∞. If it reaches the origin without the force F 2 = −g 2 (t), then it would also reach the origin when this force is applied, thus, leading to the following equation
The energy of this particle, defined as
is conserved. Note that the curve for U is increasing from the origin (for positive v) and then decreasing with the local maximum U max = α+1 2α(2α+1) attained at v = 1. Using the energy from (4.4), we obtain the blow-up conditions for (4.3) similar to Proposition 4.1 in [10] , see also [16] :
Define v = V α+1 and rewrite the energy as
5)
Let k = 2α = s c (p − 1) and set the function
then the blow-up conditions (I)-(III) with (4.5) and (4.6) are given as
and therefore, we obtain
as claimed.
Remark. For the real-valued initial data, the expression (4.7) can be simplified to
Thus, knowing how big the initial variance for the real-valued data is, gives us the way to show that the solution from this initial data will blow-up in finite time. We use this in examples in the next section.
Examples
In this section we show examples of known thresholds in the energy-subcritical, critical and supercritical cases for the Gaussian initial data.
Review of known thresholds.
Before discussing examples we mention the dichotomy results from [3] as they are helpful in identifying thresholds for finite vs infinite time existence in the energysubcritical and critical cases. We recall that for 0 < s c < 1 the quantities M [u 0 ] 1−sc E[u 0 ] sc and u 0 1−sc L 2 (R N ) ∇u 0 sc L 2 (R N ) are scale-invariant, as it was first observed in [17] in the NLS context. For the following statement, we renormalize them using the sharp constant of the convolution-type Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (5.1), or equivalently, the L 2 -norm of ground states to the equation −∆Q + Q − (|x| −b * |Q| p )|Q| p−2 Q = 0, see discussion on this in Section 4 in [3] as well as the derivation of the sharp constant. For now note that the sharp constant of the following inequality
is attained at ground states Q and is equal to C GN = Q −2(p−1) L 2 (R N ) (note that the value Q L 2 (R N ) is uniquely determined). In a spirit of NLS and to state Theorem 5.1 concisely below, we define (for s c > 0)
and G[u(t)] = u 1−sc sc
where the denominators are
In [3] we proved that in the inter-critical regime (0 < s c < 1) there is a dichotomy for the H 1 solutions under the mass-energy threshold ME[u 0 ] < 1 via the well-known concentration compactness and rigidity method of Kenig-Merle [21] following the strategy of [18] , [9] , [19] , see Theorem 5.1. In [1] (see also [2] for 2d), the first author gave an alternative proof of scattering without the concentration-compactness, using Dodson-Murphy approach [7] . We summarize results in the following statement.
Theorem 5.1 ([3] , [1] ). Let u 0 ∈ H 1 (R N ), 0 < s c < 1 and let u(t) be the corresponding solution to (1.1) with the maximal time existence interval (−T * , T * ). Suppose that ME[u 0 ] < 1.
(1) If G[u 0 ] < 1, then the solution exists globally in time with G[u(t)] < 1 for all t ∈ R, and u(t) scatters in H 1 .
(a) |x|u 0 ∈ L 2 (R N ) or u 0 is radial, then the solution blows-up in finite time, (b) u 0 is of infinite variance and nonradial, then either the solution blows-up in finite time or there exits a sequence of times t n → +∞ (or t n → −∞) such that ∇u(t n ) L 2 (R N ) → ∞.
We note that the proof of global existence in Theorem 5.1 part (1) and blow-up in part 2(a) will work for s c = 0 and s c = 1. In the case s c = 1 (energy-critical gHartree), or equivalently p = 2N −b N −2 for N ≥ 3, the inequality (5.1) becomes
and the sharp constant C GN for (5.3) is given by (for instance, see [8] ) 
N is the sharp constant in Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality (see [26] , [24] )
.
In our examples, we use b = N − 2, in which case one can verify that
is one of the solutions for
In other words, the sharp constant C GN from (5.4) can be attained at Q, i.e., for b = N − 2, we have an equality in (5.3)
Furthermore, for the function Q in (5.5), multiplying the equation (5.6) by Q and performing integration by parts, we have ∇Q 2 L 2 (R N ) = Z(Q). Thus, using this along with (5.7) we deduce that
We next modify the definition of ME and G in (5.2) and write
where the value of ∇Q L 2 (R N ) is determined from (5.8) via the sharp constant defined in (5.4) . Now, as a consequence of the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [3] , global existence holds in s c = 1 case along with the blow-up in finite time for finite variance. We state the following analogous result (excluding scattering and blow-up for infinite variance, which will be considered elsewhere) for the energy-critical case.
Theorem 5.2. Let s c = 1 and u(t) be the solution of (1.1) with u 0 ∈Ḣ 1 (R N ). Assume that E[u 0 ] < 1.
(1) If G[u 0 ] < 1, then the solutions exists globally in time for all t ∈ R.
(2) If G[u 0 ] > 1 and either u 0 is radial or xu 0 ∈ L 2 (R N ), then u(t) blows-up in finite time.
5.2.
Gaussian initial data. We are now ready to consider examples, for which we take the Gaussian initial data of the form
Then, the mass and initial variance of Gaussian data (5.9) are
For the convenience of the energy calculation we also record
In what follows we consider mostly examples in 3d, with the convolution term 1 |x| N −2 * • as it is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian.
5.2.1.
Energy-subcritical case. Consider p = 3 and b = 1 in dimension N = 3. In this case s c = 1 2 , then (1.1) takes the form iu t + ∆u + |x| −1 * |u| 3 |u|u = 0.
(5.10)
The energy for (5.10) is
The Pohozhaev identities take the form
, where we computed (numerically) M [Q] ≈ 5.2339 (for example, see [32] ). We obtain the following thresholds, which are schematically represented in Figure 1 :
• blow-up with negative energy: • the mass-gradient condition G[u g ] = 1 from Theorem 5.1 (useful for the separation of the massenergy conditions above in (5.13)) gives
We conclude from (5.11), (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14) that analytically proved ranges are: for scattering is below β − M E ≈ 0.9586 and for blow-up is above β b ≈ 1.08689 (see Figure 1 ).
5.2.2.
Energy-critical case. Consider p = 5 and b = 1 in the dimension N = 3 and write the equation For convenience, we provide one more energy-critical example in 4d, iu t + ∆u + |x| −2 * |u| 3 |u|u = 0. (5.20)
The energy for (5.20) is given by
Again, from (5.5) and (5.6), we have that We conclude from (5.21), (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24) that analytically proved ranges are: for global existence is below β − E ≈ 0.768792 and for blow-up is above β b ≈ 1.28607 (see Figure 2 ).
5.2.3.
Energy-supercritical case. Finally, we consider p = 7 and b = 1 in the dimension N = 3 iu t + ∆u + |x| −1 * |u| 7 |u| 5 u = 0. (5.25)
In this case s c = 7 6 > 1, thus, the energy-supercritical regime. The energy for (5.25) is given by Note that except for the two conditions above no other information about scattering or blow up thresholds is known in the energy-supercritical case (except for the small data shown earlier in this paper). 
